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Introduction
Human emotion recognition [1] has attracted significant research attention because of its usefulness in many applications, such as Human Computer Interaction. Facial expression recognition has been extensively studied in controlled environment where the persons are relatively still facial expressions in a nearly frontal pose [2] . And also, mostly facial expression datasets is frontal pose [3] [4]. However, many real-world applications relate to human computer interactions, in which people tend to move their head while being recorded. Furthermore, depending on the camera position, facial images can be taken from different views. For this reasons, there is an ever-growing need for perform multi-view facial expression recognition.
To date, only a few shape features extraction that deal with multi-view facial expression have been proposed. Most notable example are Active Appearance Models (AAM) [5] and Robust Discriminative Response Map Fitting with Constrained Local Model [6] . Without exception, these methods rely on a static generic model that is built completely on off-line training data and needs a lot of time. To address this, we proposed a multi-view facial expression recognition method based on Discriminative Shared Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model. Firstly, we used Incremental Update Parallel Cascade of Linear Regression to extraction facial expression shape feature, and then we use PCA to select the feature, finally adopts Discriminative Shared Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model to recognition Multi-view facial expression. The experiment carried on CMU-PIE database and LFPW database show the effectiveness of our method.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the theoretical background of the Discriminative Shared Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (DS-GPLVM). Section 3 describes the experimental results. Finally, in section 4 we conclude the paper.
Discriminative Shared Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model
In this section, we introduce the Discriminative shared Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model for multi-view facial expression classification. Just as figure 1 showed, it can simultaneously learn a discriminative manifold of multiple observation space. This is attained by using the framework of shared GPs. And then use the K-NN to classification the multi-view facial expression. 
qD  is the dimension of the manifold that generates all V views simultaneously. Formally, using the Shared Gaussian Process (GPs) framework, we can get the joint likelihood of V views as (1) (
(1) where the likelihood of the observed data from the view v , given the manifold, is
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Subsequently, we define the joint Laplacian as
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where E is the identity matrix, and  is a parameter, which ensures L is positive-definite. This allows us to define the discriminative shared-space prior as
In which q Z is a normalization constant and 0   is a scaling parameter. The discriminative share-space prior aims at maximizing the class separation in the manifold learned from data from all the views. Put (1), (6) into (3) and maximize the likelihood function is the required manifold. Just like the discriminative Gaussian Process latent variables model, we also need to learn the back-mappings from the observed spaces to the manifold. Another role of these back-mappings is to constrain the learning of the shared manifold by acting as additional regularizers in the model, enforcing the data that are close in the observation space to be close on the manifold. This cannot be attained by the discriminative prior introduced above as it ensures the opposite -that the data close on the manifold are close in the observation space. Therefore, we define V sets of constraints that enforce separate inverse mappings from each view to the shared space. We refer to these as independent back-projections (IBP), and they are given by
where the elements of
y y y y with  being the inverse width of the kernel. Note that for a single view, the model can be re-parameterized to obtain X as a function of the back-mapping parameters. Then, classification of the target facial expression is accomplished by using a single classifier (we used the k-NN classifier) trained directly in the learned shared space.
Experiments
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of the multi-view facial expression recognition method based on Discriminative Shared Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model. The experiment carried on CMU-PIE database [7] and LFPW database [8] . In section 3.1, we evaluate the effectiveness of the multi-view facial expression recognition method based on Discriminative Shared Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model. In section 3.2, we evaluate the effectiveness of the Incremental Update Parallel Cascade of Linear Regression shape feature extraction method.
Multi-View Facial Expression Recognition Method on CMU-PIE dataset
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method on CMU-PIE dataset. Between October 2000 and December 2008, Carnegie Mellon University collected CMU-PIE database which contains 41368 facial images of 68 people. Using the CMU 3D Room they imaged each person across 13 different poses, under 43 different illumination conditions, and with 4 different expressions, such as Neutral, Smile, Blinking, and talking. In this section, we choose six poses (C5(view1), C7(view2), C9(view3), C11(View4), C27(view5), C29(view6)) to be the sample which contain 1224 facial expression images. Each pose contain 204 facial expression images which contain blinking, neural and smile. We used 100 facial expression images to be learn set and 104 facial expression images to be test set. Incremental Learning Parallel Cascade of Linear Regression feature extraction in CMU-PIE dataset has been shown in figure 2 . And then we uses PCA to select 21 dimension feature, finally adopts Discriminative Shared Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model to recognition Multi-view facial expression. The results show in figure 3 . As we can shown in figure 3 , we know that six poses (C5(view1), C7(view2), C9(view3), C11(View4), C27(view5), C29(view6)) classification is 87.88%，81.82%，75.76%，78.79%，85.86% and 84.85%. However, in the first step, we select the closet head-pose (C5(View1)) to the training pose by using the Sparse Variational Multi-Class GP Classifier [9] . Once the view is known, we apply the view-specific Sparse Variational Multi-Class GP Classifier to perform facial-expression classification. As we can seen in the table 1, we known that the result of C5(view1) is 85.01%. Similarity, the results of C7(View2), C9(View3), C11(View4), C27(View5), C29 (View6) Figure 4 . Multi-view facial expression shape feature. 
